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How we see Tibet



What is it like?



What is it like?

• The roof of the world

• Storm swept – some passes over 20,000 feet.

• Lhasa at 12,000 ft

• Water boils at a lower temperature – put your hand in it

• Result of a collision between India and the rest of Asia

• Cut off from the rest of the world by choice and geography.

• To the North – The Kunlun range – mountains of darkness.

• To the West – Karakorum and Ladakh ranges

• To the South – The Himalayas

• To the East – border with China less well protected.

• Tibetans the majority in Kansu, Szechuan and Yunnan

• Until the 11th Century – most warlike – took Central Asia and well into China as far 
as Xian.



Hemmed in by mountains



What is it like?

• Harsh climate – little available wood.

• Possible to get frostbitten and sunburned simultaneously

• Altitude sickness – but Tibetans get sick when they go lower down.

• Altitude sickness doesn't allow the body enough time to adjust to reduced oxygen 
and changes in air pressure. 

• Symptoms include headache, vomiting, insomnia and reduced performance and 
coordination.

• Very stoic people.

• Barely changed since the Middle Ages – no electricity, clocks, cars or even bicycles.

• No lure for the west.

• 1.8 million people in an area the size of Western Europe.

• Most desolate is the Chang Tang plateau – frozen for 8 months and a swamp the 
rest of the time. Rarely below 15,000 feet.

• 4 largest towns are Lhasa, Shigate, Gyantse and Chamdo



How do they live at high altitudes averaging 14,000 ft?

• Tibetans avoid altitude sickness because they have broader arteries and capillaries 
delivering oxygen to their muscles and organs. But they use the same amount of oxygen 
that we do at seal level

• One of the ways they do that is to have very high blood flow—delivering blood to tissue 
at twice the rate that we are.

• The Tibetans increase their blood flow by producing prodigious amounts of nitric 
oxide in the linings of the blood vessels. This gas diffuses into the blood and forms 
nitrite and nitrate, which cause the arteries and capillaries to expand and deliver 
oxygen-bearing blood to the rest of the body more rapidly than normal.

• In fact, the Tibetan levels of these nitrites and nitrates are higher than those in patients 
suffering from a bacterial blood infection—septic shock—and the blood flows are 
typical of people suffering from high blood pressure. Yet, they have no ill effects.

• The Tibetans also appear to have higher levels of antioxidants in their bodies, perhaps 
to help reduce the risk of putting so much nitric oxide—a free radical—into their 
bloodstreams.

• Tibetans breathe a lot, too, averaging more breaths per minute than lowlanders or even 
their peers in other highland regions, such as the Andes of South America, the latter of 
whom boast larger lungs than the average human.



What is it like? The Chang tang plateau



The Chang Tang Plateau



And those who live there



A stoic people – with Mongol origins



Where they came from

• Ruins in eastern Tibet near Qamdo indicate that humans inhabited the region 
some 4,000 to 5,000 years ago. 

• According to Tibetan legend, the Tibetan people originated from the union of a 
monkey and a female demon. 

• The Chinese Tang dynasty annals (10th century CE) place the Tibetans’ origin 
among the nomadic pastoral Qiang tribes recorded about 200 BCE as inhabiting 
the great steppe northwest of China. 

• That region, where diverse ethnic elements met and mingled for centuries, may be 
accepted as the original homeland of the present-day Tibetans, but until at least 
the 7th century CE they continued to mix, by conquest or alliance, with other 
peoples. 

• From that heritage two groups in particular stand out: those who predominate in 
the cultivated valleys and may have derived from the Huang He (Yellow River) 
basin and be akin to the early Chinese and Burmese; 

• and those, found mainly among the nomads of the north and in the noble families 
of Lhasa, who seem to have affinities with the Turkic peoples and whose early 
wandering grounds were farther to the north.

• In addition, there are Dardic and Indian influences in the west, and along the 
eastern Himalayan border there are connections with a complex of tribal peoples 
known to the Tibetans as Mon.



Tibetans



A potted history

• From the 7th to the 9th century the Tibetan kingdom was a significant power 
in Central Asia. When that kingdom disintegrated, Tibetans figured there from the 
10th to the 13th century only casually as traders and raiders.

• Credible history begins late in the 6th century, when three discontented vassals of 
one of the princes among whom Tibet was then divided conspired to support the 
neighbouring lord of Yarlung.

• Their new master turned it from a small valley into a military empire.

• imposed his authority over several Qiang tribes on the Chinese border and became 
known to the Sui dynasty who extracted tribute from China

• His son introduced writing for which he borrowed a script from India, enabling the 
texts of the new religion to be translated. He extended his empire over Nepal, 
western Tibet, and other tribes on China’s border; and he invaded north India.

• for two centuries Tibetan armies in Qinghai and Xinjiang kept the frontier in a 
state of war. In alliance with the western Turks, the Tibetans challenged Chinese 
control of the trade routes through Central Asia.



A potted history

• The reign of Khri-srong-lde-brtsan (755–797) marked the peak of Tibetan military 
success, including the exaction of tribute from China and the brief capture of its 
capital, Chang 'an, or Xian in 763

• it was as the second religious king and champion of Buddhism that was 
immortalized by posterity. He initially had prohibited Buddhism, but that 
restriction was lifted in 761. In 763, when he was 21, he invited Buddhist teachers 
from India and China to Tibet, and about 779 he established the great temples 
where Tibetans were trained as monks.

• In the 9th century, Buddhist tradition records a contested succession, but there are 
many inconsistencies; contemporary Chinese histories indicate that Tibetan unity 
and strength were destroyed by rivalry between generals commanding the frontier 
armies.

• Tibetan generals and chieftains on the eastern border established themselves in 
separate territories. The acknowledged successors of the religious kings prospered 
in their migration to the west and maintained contact with Indian Buddhist 
universities through Tibetan scholars.



Tibet and China



The Dalai and Panchen lamas.

• Name Tibet from the Arabic tubbat or Chinese Ta Bat ( high country).

• Tibetans called their home gangjong (land of snows) and the Chinese call it Xizang.

• Buddhism arrived in the 7th century Lamaism – after that the martial spirit 
declined. A shrine in every house. Flags and prayer wheels send prayers straight to 
heaven.

• Last Tibetan kingdom collapsed in the 20th century – the beginnings of their period 
of isolation.

• Before that mostly Bon which still exists– a very primitive animist religion

• The first Dalai Lama arrived in the 15th century. Dalai Lamas took over completely 
by the 17th Century.

• The 5th Dalai Lama also created the office of Panchen Lama who looks after the 
nations' spiritual affairs.

• The Dalai Lama looks after national security and sovereignty.

• Both are reincarnation of aspects of the Buddha.

• Usually from poor families to prevent an elite dynasty forming.

• Not all were good like the Popes.



A medieval society

• Tibetan rosaries popular – 108 beads a holy number.

• Hermits widespread. Some spent their whole lives locked up in darkness fed 
through a hole in the wall – they saw the hand only.

• Pilgrimages by repeated prostrations of the body.

• Punishments for wrong doing severe. Eyes removed, limbs amputated

• Death penalty rare (they are Buddhists) – stitched up in a bag and thrown into a 
river.

• In the 1850s Tibet was isolated but Russian armies were on the move across 
Central Asia – on their way to India. Tibet only 300 miles from capital Calcutta.

• Suddenly Afghanistan and Tibet become important to the British.

• And dangerous for foreigners – British and Hindus murdered. Moorcroft murdered, 
Dalgleish hacked to death by a giant Afghan.

• Tibetan border guards at every pass and approach.



100 years ago



Tibetan women 1903







The spies who mapped Tibet

• in the mid-19th century, colonists ruling over the Indian subcontinent became 
painfully aware they had little idea what their portion of the empire actually 
entailed, from the number of people to the number of rivers. More pressingly, 
they knew even less of what lay beyond their border—beyond the Himalayas.

• They likely never would have discovered the secrets of South Asia, if not for the 
help of Nain Singh.

• Singh took detailed records of his trips, taken on foot through forbidden lands, 
often under cover of darkness. At the end of each years-long adventure, he 
returned his hard-won intelligence to his employer, the British Crown. 

• He was among the most legendary of the “pundits,” a British corruption of the 
Hindi word “pandit” for learned person, and the term the British used for their 
cartographer-spies. Tasked with measuring the terrain, as well as describing its 
resources, notable features and the best way to cross it, he also analysed its 
people, trade and military.

• At that time, the British were banned from many countries in south and central 
Asia. Neighbours like Tibet had banned all foreigners in 1850 to protect themselves 
as Britain and Russia clashed over their competing desire to control the region.



Nain Singh



Mapping Tibet – the pundits

• the British turned to their Indian subjects, who could convincingly play the part of 
a local trader or devout Buddhist. Armed with the few tools that wouldn’t undo 
their disguise—namely a 100-bead rosary for counting steps and a prayer wheel 
for storing secret messages—the pundits made best use of what they had.

• What they lacked in technology, they made up in ingenuity. For every 100 steps 
that Singh took, he moved one bead on his rosary, called a mala. Every 2,000 steps 
added up to one mile, so every mala marked five miles. Temp of boiling water 
marked altitude.

• Though the mala and the wheel were both devices for espionage, they advanced 
Singh’s cover story that he was a humble Buddhist, not a Hindu spy. Had he ever 
been interrogated, however, the rosary would quickly have been revealled a fake.

• Every new battle and every ensuing treaty expanded the colonists’ reach, but a 
true understanding of the topography—as well as the people, cultures and 
economies that existed on their new territory— remained elusive.

• In the mid-1800s, when the pundit program kicked into high gear, the British were 
particularly troubled by their neighbours in Afghanistan, Nepal and Chinese-held 
Tibet, all countries English men, women and children were denied access to.





The success of the pundits

• Recording every peak and valley in a foreign land almost always means you’re 
preparing for an invasion. That’s why the British were driven to enlist locals.

• Singh walked across the Himalayas, secretly tracking each step on his rosary. At the 
end of the long, cold road, he finally gained entry into Tibet’s mysterious capital 
Lhasa. Secret pockets and false bottoms in cases. Took a year to get there. There 
for 3 months – met Panchen lama – would he be exposed – no, the PL was only 11.

• But Singh was just one of dozens of Indians tasked by the colonists with such 
harrowing and strategically important reconnaissance. His colleague Kinthup used 
the same covert methods in the 1880s to attempt to trace the headwaters of the 
Tsangpo River, which had long been disputed. 

• On his return from China in 1878, another Singh—Nain’s cousin, Kishen—counted 
his horse’s steps to track the mileage when he could not walk himself. Together, 
the pundits mapped tens of thousands of miles of politically and climatically 
inhospitable earth by foot. 

• It has inspired numerous successive works of literature and historical review over 
the ensuing century. Perhaps most notable is the inspiration it lent to the author 
Rudyard Kipling. In 1901, he published the novel Kim based on the stories of the 
pundits. Charting adventures across India, the Himalayas and Tibet,



The search for the Tibetan goldfields – Naian Singh

• Worked out the position and latitude of Lhasa. Returned with a Ladakhi caravan –
too dangerous on his own.

• Safely back to India after 18 months and 2.5 million steps.

• Next to check out the gold fields of Tibet. Most of Tibet was still a white blank on 
British maps.

• An Asian El Dorado? Gold Buddhas are everywhere. To the fields in western Tibet 
via the Mana pass at 18,5000 feet under the guise of traders.

• 1867 pass blocked by snow but 1 month later the Tibetan guards opened the pass 
having satisfied themselves that there was no war, famine or plague from the 
Indian side.

• So cold that the locals slept on hands and knees.

• Silver sold to China who exchanged it for tea that they mixed with yak butter.

• Naian Singh filled in18,000 Sq miles on Montgomerie’s maps.



Imagine….



Kishen Singh and Kinthup

• Nain Singh was awarded the Gold medal from the Royal geographical Society.

• All his efforts and subterfuges but not his name were published in their journals. 
Russians read it but apparently the Chinese did not.

• Next was Kishen Singh who secretly explored the northeast corner of Tibet.

• Made it all the way to the caves of a thousand Buddhas in Dunhuang.

• Arrested, imprisoned finally saved by Tibetan lama.

• Four and a half years later he reached Darjeeling. Gold watch was stolen. Son had 
died and his wife disappeared.

• Measurements confirmed years later as very accurate.

• No better luck for Kinthup. Disguised as a servant of a Buddhist monk who once 
inside Tibet sold him into slavery – Abbot then bought him and treated him well.

• There to map the Tsangpo – release batches of 50 1 ft inscribed logs on certain 
days – and the other to watch the Brahmaputra.

• Back to India after 4 year - - no one checked for wooden posts and no one believed 
him - Colonel bailey proved him right 30 years alter found him as a tailor in 
Darjeeling – tried to get him pension – refused but got 1000 rupees. Shortly 
thereafter he died – if he had been an Englishman….



Kinthup





Mapping the tsangpo



Keeping out the gatecrashers

• Tibetans determined to keep them out even to the point of jailing co-operative 
guards for life and blinding their servants. The officer who let Chandra Das through 
paid the ultimate price.

• But Tibet was never too worried about the loners and more about the Gurkhas 
who ran rampant until the Chinese put paid to them in 1792.

• Russia was in Samarkand and Bokhara – Britain was in Calcutta – Tibet was the 
meat in the sandwich.

• China could not protect them. So they would have to do it themselves. Chain said 
that Britain would annex parts of Tibet and the Russians would grab the rest 
destroying their way of life and their religion

• Tibetan xenophobia grew and the Russians had a go.



Prezhevalsky



The Russians arrive via the North

• The north poorly guarded. Through the Chang tang but need to kidnap locals to 
show him the way through.

• Colonel Prejevalsky got to the headwaters of the Yangtse but terrible conditions 
drove him back.

• Quite a character – rumour was that 100 invisible warriors protected him. Villages 
saw him as a saint – stared down brigands.

• stopped short of Lhasa but 6 years later tried again with 7 heavily armed Cossacks.

• Lots of guns and ammo – determined to shoot his way to Lhasa if he had to.

• Tibetan troops armed with old fashioned muskets and swords.

• Chinese gave them passports – did China think it was really in charge?

• China issuing passports did not go down well in Lhasa.

• Prejevalsky got within 150 miles of Lhasa went back and then tried again

• This time he died en route from typhoid – Buried at Issyk Kul in modern 
Kyrgyzstan.



The first clash

• Chinese also reluctantly issue passports to the British to travel in Tibet but the 
Tibetans simply ignored the passports.

• Tibetans expect Britain to invade and so rush troops to Sikkim- they can be seen 
from the Indian side.

• Both sides Tibet and the UK lay claim to Sikkim

• March 1888 both sides clash for the first time – a  rout – Tibetans no match for 
modern weapons and a modern military – 200 killed.

• Britain drives them out but has failed to win hearts and minds.



Next – the American

• William Rockhill studied Tibetan for four years.

• Realised that guns and bluster would eventually have him turned back so he 
decided to take the pundit approach.

• Came in via the remote North East after having travelled for 1000 miles just to get 
to Lanzhou.

• Central China war torn, opium rife and gangs everywhere as Manchus try 
desperately to hold things together.

• Threatened with death if he entered Tibet.

• Everyone tried to discourage him up to 700 miles from Lhasa.

• Ran out of money with 400 miles to go.

• Tried again 2 years later and got within 1110 miles before he was turned back.

• Wrote up invaluable journals.

• Later US ambassador to Peking and St Petersburg.



William Rockhill



The Reverend Henry Landsdell

• Vicar of St Peter's London his 
parishioners paid for the trip.

• Had already been to Samarkand and 
Bukhara

• A one man C of E mission. Archbishop 
of Canterbury wrote a letter of 
introduction

• In 1888 made it to Leh in Ladakh.

• Tried to enter from Kalimpong and 
then Katmandu and then  Calcutta –
eventually went to Peking

• The British Ambassador tried to put 
him off saying that British troops had 
just massacred Tibetans in Sikkim.

• OK – I won’t go.



Leh and Ladakh



Ladakh and Leh



Ladakh and Leh



Others who tried

• Including a Japanese.

• Frenchmen who arrived mid winter. Gabriel Bonvalot along with prince Henry of 
Orleans. And a Chinese speaking Belgian priest.

• Winter killed the pack animals on the Chang Tang. Up to 50 below and chest high 
snow

• Tibetans tried to discourage them.

• Go back – we can’t – we will all die.

• 95 mile short – Tibetans gave them fresh horses and then sent out of Tibet to the 
east

• Same with Englishman Bower in 1891 – a shooting expedition – same end result.

• And the first woman – Annie Taylor.



Annie Taylor and Pantso 1894



Winter in Tibet



Annie and the Littledales

• A missionary trying to convert the heathens

• But arrived in a country with a pathological fear of missionaries encouraged by 
China

• 1884 – set up the China inland mission and spent 8 years hovering on the China –
Tibet border.

• Taught Tibetan by her faithful servant Pantso who was with her for 20 years

• Entered disguised as a Tibetan along with Noga and his wife who turns violent and 
denounces her to the authorities.

• Followed the trail of dead pack animals.

• Blocked by Tibetans who negotiated with her for 6 days

• Give her horse , blankets and food and 11 months later she is back at the Yangtse 
in China.

• Mr and Mrs. George Littledale, nephew and a dog  – enough food to feed an army 
– 250 animals plus a flock of sheep. Across the Chang Tang

• Surrounded by 300 Tibetans – I will only negotiate with the Dalai Lama he says.

• One ridge short of Lhasa – Mrs. Littledale seriously ill – turn back but the fox 
terrier got a silver collar with FRGS on it.

• 8- 0 to the Tibetans.



Henry Landor

• One of 30 men but that retinue deserted him bit by bit as the fear of execution 
took hold.

• In the end only 2 left and one of them a leper.

• Lost his last supplies in a river.

• Locals supportive to begin with and then took their guns when they were 
distracted – 400 soldier ambush.

• Tibetan patience at an end.

• Fake executions, servants lashed – servants always too the blame for their masters 
– red hot poker in front of his eyes. Shooting near him etc.

• All to persuade Landor to back down – he ignored them despite the suffering of his 
servants.

• Wanted him gone and dragged him back to the border.

• But feared his sponge – grew as it soaked up water – photographic plates turning 
yellow.

• Lamas the real fanatics – did it really happen?



Henry Savage Landor with the cats he took across Persia



Susie Rijnhart in Tibetan dress



The saddest of them all – the Rijnharts

• Set off for Lhasa in 1898 with husband Petrus and an 11 month baby called Charlie

• No official status– foolhardy in the extreme.

• Susie a Canadian doctor much loved by the locals – she and her husband spoke 
Chinese, Tibetan and Mongolian.

• 2 of their 3 men deserted and stole their ponies.

• Little Charlie falls asleep at 17,000 ft and does not wake up. Altitude too much for 
his small lungs. Buried in the wilds.

• Same patter – threats and incentives – long negotiations – set up a medical 
mission – no.

• Leave by easterly route – let off lightly.

• Petrus disappears in the river.

• 2 months later Susie makes it to the Yangtse on the border emaciated and 
frostbitten

• Remarried – back to the borderlands as a missionary. Had another little boy but 
died three weeks later.



Susie Rijnhart route of travel 



Lhasa at last – Francis Younghusband – a Victorian hero



Younghusband

• In the winter of 1885, with Russian forces manoeuvering in Afghanistan, 
Younghusband hatched a plan that would cement his reputation as a man of 
action and lead him back over the high passes of his beloved Himalayas.

• With the support of the British Quartermaster-General of the Indian Army, 24-
year-old Younghusband undertook a 1,200-plus-mile reconnaissance mission that 
rivaled Lawrence of Arabia’s Middle Eastern crossing at the outset of World War I.

• He sailed to Beijing and then set off across the Gobi Desert before making his way 
back into Indian Kashmir along the high passes of the Tibetan Plateau. 

• The concern for the British military was that the Russians might discover a hidden 
pass, or negotiate a treaty with the Chinese that would allow them to sneak 
through a “back door” into India and challenges the dominance of the Crown in 
South Asia.

• But, alas, as the Great Game persisted into the 20th century, Younghusband led a 
battalion of Sikh and Gurkha fighters into Tibet, leaving behind a trail of bodies on 
his way to Lhasa.



Francis Younghusband

• In June of 1887, having freshly mapped a new overland route across the Gobi 
Desert, Younghusband and his weather-beaten caravan reached the frontiers of 
the Altai Range in Siberia. 

• They bartered for sheep and camels before continuing their way to the Sino-Indian 
border on foot. When Younghusband finally reached the town of Kashgar, where 
the savvy Silk Road sultan Yakub Beg had once detained his Uncle Robert, he was 
met with an official command to attempt to cross Mustagh Pass. 

• This route, rising to 17,638-feet, was rumoured to offer a timesaving alternative to 
continuing around the massive Karakoram Range beyond its western edge.

• Younghusband’s experience in Tibet, and the Himalayas, however, left him a 
changed man. 

• Ironically, after he left the armed forces and his final station in Kashmir, returning 
to England, he became an outspoken advocate for Indian independence, and 
embraced a curious amalgam of Eastern and Western religious dogma that held 
room for a radically non-Victorian endorsement of free love.



Negotiating with Tibet

• Sent into Tibet to negotiate – only half way to Lhasa and no further. Very wary of 
hearts and minds after the unpopularity of the Boer War.

• 1000 soldiers – 4 artillery pieces and 2 maxim guns, 60,000 coolies, 7,000 mules 
and a landline that went ahead of them for communications back to India.

• Destination Gyantse but 1500 Tibetans block the way at Guru

• Go back to Sikkim and we can then negotiate.

• Tibetans armed with scraps of paper with the Dalai Lamas inscription – makes 
them bullet proof.

• A misunderstanding – in 4 minutes 700 Tibetan dead.

• Field hospital set up of 168 wounded 148 are saved. – fame spreads far and wide.

• The Gyantse fortress falls unopposed,

• Tibetan morale collapses after another failed attack.

• Lhasa falls.



Gyantse fort



Lhasa occupied by the British

• Potala explored – verminous and greasy with yak butter on the floor.

• Where was the Dalai Lama?

• No evidence of Russian arms.

• No complaints from the Russians – hands full with the Japanese at the time and 
neither the Chinese who thought the Brits might keep the troublesome monks in 
order.

• Chinese Amban certainly feels safer.

• Brits well regarded after Guru and they also paid for everything up front.

• Helped by that the locals left the line to India intact – we need it to find our way 
home Brits said.

• Treaty recognised Sikkim boundary

• Treaty also gave Brits trading posts at Gyantse and Gartok

• Reparations set at 562,000 pounds

• Britain leaves Tibet in September of 1904.



The Potala palace home of the Dalai Lama



Britain and China do not see eye to eye

• Evening before departure Younghusband take one last look – a mystical experience 
– went on to found World Congress of Faiths and pursued his real love the study of 
religious faith.

• Brits stay for 3 years to the puzzlement of the locals

• Lhasa no longer mysterious but Brits keep others out of respect for the Tibetans.

• Some still got through like Sven Hedin who mapped South Tibet over a two year 
period and gained massive  acclaim.

• China – loss of face and 1906 Britain recognises Chinese control over Tibet

• 1910 China seizes Lhasa and Dalia lama flees to India.

• Chinese get no co-operation from Tibetans.

• 1911 – mutiny of Chinese troops in Lhasa. Revolution at home and no pay for 2 
months they ransack the city.

• Pitched battles and trench warfare in the city

• 1913 – Chinese troops surrender and leave – Dalai lama returns – the start of 
Tibetan independence?



Sven Hedin – a thorn in the side



Benham and Ciederblom



During the war and lots of books

• Tibet neutral so no airstrips and can 
no longer fly from Burma

• To supply China in their fight against 
the Japanese airmen have to fly over 
Tibet (The Hump).

• One B24 crew bails out over Lhasa 
and survives but almost killed 
because they looked down on the 
Dalai lama.

• Heinrich Harrer  escapes from British 
India and settles in Tibet as a tutor 
and confidant to the Dalai lama.

Lobsang Rampa – Cyril Henry Hoskins 
as Cornwall plumber – a previous 
life?



Mt Everest takes centre stage

• 1913 – On the border of Tibet and Nepal it was already known for 60 years that it 
was the highest mountain in the world.

• Called Everest after George Everest after they could not find a local name for it.

• 1913 expedition turns back under fire.

• Dalia Lama gives his approval for climbers to attempt it.

• 1922 – next attempt by George Malory – gets to 23,000 ft without oxygen and is 
passed by two others with who get within half a mile of the summit

• 1924 – 876 ft from the summit but forced back once more.

• Mallory and Irvine disappear near the top.

• 1933 – crash land a Gypsy Moth half way up and then plant flag – Indians 
confiscate the plane. Tried later alone and died of exposure.

• Finally conquered by Edmund Hilary and Sherpa Tensing Norgay reach the top in 
1953



Edmund Hilary and Tensing Norgay - 1953



1950 – the Chinese are back

• Manchus driven out 37 years before.

• Attacked from the east – no surprise they had been saying it for months that Tibet 
belonged to China. 20,000 troops sent in.

• Tibet asks for help and gets none – very disappointed by British lack of support.

• UN would not even hear their case.

• A Tibetan 4 man delegation to Peking forced to sign a treaty with forged seals.

• 20,000 troops severely stretched a fragile economy – brough nothing with them

• Initially the Chinese behaved well but locals spat, threw rocks and insulted them. A 
hardship post already and not seen as liberators.

• Mid 50s – Marxism has to be imposed and feudalism removed.

• Armed resistance spread and Chinese hit back destroying monasteries etc.

• 1959 – a general uprising based on rumour that the Chinese would abduct the 
Dalia lama.

• 30,000 surround the Potala

• But the Dalai Lama flees over night and the crowd does not know that he has 
gone.



The Dalai Lama flees to India

• Thousand die and more deported to 
China

• Political indoctrination widespread.

• some 80,000 flee to India and Nepal.

• 1967 – the red guards arrive and 
make things worse – scriptures 
burned.

• In the 70s China admits “we made a 
mess of it”.

• The Dalai lama has lived in 
Dharamshala in India ever since. Now 
aged 86.

• Who will succeed him?



The next or 15th Dalai Lama

• The Dalai Lama’s death is likely to herald a struggle between China and Tibetans 
over who controls Tibetan Buddhism.

• Tibetan Buddhists believe all beings come to this present life from a previous one 
and that they will be reborn again after death.

• When a Dalai Lama dies – or even before their death – a successor is found rather 
than chosen. Traditionally, senior Tibetan monks conduct an elaborate quest to 
find a child who is the Dalai Lama’s next incarnation. The search involves 
consulting oracles, interpreting visions and reading spiritual signs.

• Dreams are an important guide.

• Once these visions and signs have been followed up and a potential child has been 
found, there is a series of tests to verify the rebirth. The child is presented with 
artefacts, some of which belonged to the previous Dalai Lama. If the child 
identifies which objects belonged to the Dalai Lama, it is taken as a sign.

• The current Dalai Lama was found at the age of two after a senior monk saw his 
village and house in a vision at the oracle lake. The boy – then named Lhamo
Thondup – was able to pinpoint artefacts that had belonged to the previous Dalai 
Lama, including a drum used for rituals and a walking stick. “It’s mine, it’s mine,” 
he is reported to have said.



And the Panchen lama?

• There is only one photograph in 
circulation of the Tibetan Gedhun 
Choekyi Niyima, one of the world's 
most famous "disappeared" persons.

• It is little more than a snapshot, taken 
when he was just six years old. It shows 
a boy with rosy cheeks and an 
impassive look on his face.

• That boy is now 31, and 17 May marks 
exactly 25 years since he and his family 
were disappeared by China, three days 
after he was identified as the 
reincarnated Panchen Lama, the second 
most important figure in Tibetan 
Buddhism.

• Since he was taken, there has been no 
independent news on his fate.

• A Chinese puppet in the wings while 
Tibetans in exile support the “real” 
one?



China and the Hanisation of Tibet

According to Tibetan exiles, currently the region is home to about 7.5 million Han Chinese 
compared to 6 million Tibetans. Moreover, since 1992 Beijing has allocated 40 thousand soldiers 
to the region: the figure reached 100 thousand units in 2010, during the crisis of the self-
immolations of residents, scores of whom have set themselves on fire to protest against 



Tibetans being relocated



A building boom in Lhasa –destroying a culture?

The building binge is perhaps the most visible evidence, seen as largely 
benefiting educated government workers while Tibetan rural migrants struggle 
to keep up.





The Friendship highway



Beijing – Lhasa $AUD245, 41 hours – oxygen is free



Now you can ride on the bullet train in half the time



The disneyfication of Tibet



Why is Tibet important to China?

• Tibet is called Asia's water tower. The Qinghai-Tibet plateau is a crucial water 
source for China. 

• Tibetan glaciers and snow-capped hills feed great rivers like the Brahmaputra, 
Mekong, Yangtze and the Indus. 

• Tibet serves as the source of 10 major Asian river systems - rivers that flow into as 
many as 10 countries. And China has been building dams to control the flow of 
these waters.

• In 2008, China operationalised the Yulong copper mine. Reports say, this mine is 
the source of Tibet's biggest copper deposits.

• According to another claim, Tibet has huge reserves of copper, lithium, gold and 
silver. 

• Most of it has been untouched because it is against the religious practices of 
Tibetans to mine these lands. Beijing earns a sizeable chunk of its tourism 
revenues from Tibet.

• Last year, China reported that more than 40 million tourists visited the region, with 
the tourism revenue exceeding seven billion dollars.



The Tibetan plateau and environmental impact downstream

• the Tibetan Plateau is popularly known as the water tower of Asia, because 90% of the 
runoff from Tibetan rivers flows into China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Bhutan and Pakistan, providing a steady supply of 
fresh water, food and energy. The Third pole

• These rivers remain one of the major sources of water to more than a billion people 
living in the downstream Asia countries

• Since its takeover of Tibet, China has invested heavily in the constructions of major 
highways, connecting every part of Tibet to the major cities of China. For the past few 
decades, Beijing has also invested heavily in the construction of dams, one after 
another, in Tibet.

• The high wall of dams itself blocks the migration of fish and other aquatic species and 
nutrient-rich sediments, leading to the disappearance of birds in floodplains, huge 
losses of forest, wetlands and farmland, erosion of coastal deltas, and many other 
impacts.

• Enormous impact on irrigation programmes in downstream countries.

• the construction of the world’s largest dam on the Great Bend of the Brahmaputra 
(Yarlung Tsangpo) has been approved. 

• The dam itself will be three times more massive than the Three Gorges dam on the 
Yangtze, the world’s largest so far. And it will not be alone. It will be one of a series 
of dams that aim to power China’s vast south-western region and irrigate its arid 
north, impacting the flow of water in India’s Brahmaputra basin and beyond.



The water tower of Asia



Just like Xinjiang

• Before Xinjiang, there was Tibet. Repressive policies tested there between 2012 
and 2016 were then applied to the Uighurs and other ethnic minorities in 
northwestern China: entire cities covered in surveillance cameras, ubiquitous 
neighborhood police stations, residents made to report on one another.

• Now that process also works the other way around. Xinjiang’s coercive labor 
program — which includes mandatory training for farmers and herders in 
centralized vocational facilities and their reassignment to state-assigned jobs, 
some far away — is being applied to Tibet. (Not the internment camps, though.)

• Call this a feedback loop of forcible assimilation

• Tibetan nomads and farmers are being rounded up for military-style classes and 
taught work discipline, “gratitude” for the Chinese Communist Party and Chinese-
language skills.

• Tibet has long posed a particular challenge for the Chinese authorities. The region 
is very far from Beijing and strategically important because of its long border with 
India



More wealth and less Buddhism

• Its people’s culture is distinct, and the devotion of many Tibetans to the Dalai 
Lama, who simultaneously embodies religious and political power — with a 
government in exile in India — is a double threat in the eyes of the Chinese 
Communist Party.

• The Dalai Lama is 85, and the Chinese authorities in Beijing have been trying to 
shape his succession, asserting, for example, that Buddhist reincarnations must 
“comply” with Chinese law.

• Tibet’s labour plan has explicitly included the transfer of Tibetan workers to other 
parts of China, with target quotas for each Tibetan region. Easier to control away 
from home and with children in boarding schools.

• The main action plan also states that Tibetans are to be “encouraged” to hand over 
their land and herds to large-scale, state-run cooperatives and become 
shareholders in them.

• Becoming wage labourers forces Tibetans to give up herding and farming, and cuts 
them off from ancient traditions and sacred landscapes.

• In both Xinjiang and Tibet, teams of government officials are inserting themselves 
into homes. They are paired with and assigned to households, and work, eat and 
sleep with the people who live there.





Last of the nomads?



A Chinese perspective

• China has compiled its own reasons to govern Tibet. Since the establishment of 
the People’s Republic of China, the integration of Hong Kong, Tibet and Taiwan 
have been among the communist regime’s goals. 

• Thus, any attempt to give genuine autonomy to Tibet would weaken China’s 
control over Hong Kong and its assertive posturing against Taiwan.

• The Chinese strategic community perceives Tibet as its back door and thinks that if 
it is open, it would be subjected to external threats. This concern assumes 
significance in the context of India’s policy to provide asylum to Tibetan refugees 
including the Dalai Lama.

• More to the point, China suspects India of using the Tibet card in relation to China, 
as and when the situation demands. 

• The increasing tension in Sino-Indian relations in recent times, coupled with 
China’s claim over some Indian territory and Xi’s Belt and Road Initiative, have 
made Tibet all the more strategically important for China

• It is for this reason that China has, over the years, made huge investments in 
developing Tibet’s critical infrastructure.



Tibet – one of the fastest growing parts of the countyr?

The Communist Party places great importance on economic growth in the region to 
ensure social stability, a policy it believes will stave off disgruntlement and rebellion.



But the cameras are everywhere
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